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Ensnaring StrikeDuration Conc. Up to 1 minuteNext time you press the creature weapon in attack, the target must succeed in the strength saved or restrained until the spell ends. A large or larger creature has the advantage of saving it. While restrained in this spell, the goal takes 1d6 piercing damage at the beginning of each of its turns. A creature restrained or one that can touch
a creature can use its actions to make a strength check against its spell save in DC. Good luck, the goal is liberated. At a higher level: damage increases from 1d6 to each slot level above 1st. Talk about DeadDuration for 10 minutes You give a resemblance between life and intelligence to your body in your range of range, allowing it to answer the questions you pose. The body still
has to have a mouth, and it can't be undead. The spell fails when the corpse was the target of this spell in the last 10 days. Until the spell ends, you can ask the corpse up to five questions. The corpse only knows what he knew in life, including the languages he knew. The answers are usually short, encrypted or repetitive, and the corpse is not in any way compelled to give a true
answer if you are hostile to it or know you as an enemy. This spell does not return the soul of a creature to its body, only its animatronic spirit. Therefore, the corpse cannot learn new information, does not understand anything that has happened since it died, and cannot speculate on future events. MoonbeamDuration 1 minuteThe silver pale light beam shines below a 5-foot radius,
40-foot-high Cylinder centered in the point range. Until the spell ends, dim light fills the cylinder.When the creature enters the spell area for the first time to turn or begins its turn there, it is gripped by the ghostly flames that cause the scorching pain, and it must make the Constitution save the throw. It takes 2d10 shining damage to a failed save, or half as much damage as a
successful one. Shapechanger makes your saving throw disadvantaged. If it fails, it will immediately return to its original form and cannot afford another form until it leaves the spell light. At each of your turns after you cast it in a spell, you can action move the beam 60 feet in any direction. Higher levels: If you cast it in the spell using the spell slot at 3rd level or higher, the damage
will increase to 1d10 for each slot level over 2. Misty StepCasting Time 1 bonus action Duration: InstantaneousBriefly surrounded by silver mist, then teleport up to 30 feet to unused space that you can see. Spirit GuardiansCasting Time: 1 actionRange: Self (15-foot radius)Components: V, S, M (holy symbol)Duration: Concentration, up to 10 minutes You call out spirits to protect
you. They will fling you around a distance of 15 feet for the entire duration. If you are good or neutral, their spectral form will appear angelic or fey (your choice). If you're evil, they look hellish. If you cast it in spelling, you can set any number of creatures you see that won't be affected It. The affected creature's velocity is halved in the area, and when the creature enters the area for
the first time to turn or begins its turn there, it must make a Wisdom-saving throw. On a failed save, the creature takes 3d8 shining damage (if you're good or neutral) or 3d8 necrotic damage (if you're evil). A successful rescue will take half the damage. at higher levels. If you cast this spell using the spell slot at the 4th level or higher, the damage will increase to 1d8 for each slot
level over 3. Protection EnergyCasting Time: 1 actionRange: TouchComponents: V, SDuration: Concentration, up to 1 hour Duration, the finished creature you touch over time is resistance to one type of damage of your choice: acid, cold, fire, lightning, or thunderstorm. Ice StormCasting Time: 1 actionRange: 300 feetComponent: V S M (pinch of dust and a few drops of
water)Duration: InstantaneousA hail rock-hard ice pounds to the ground with a 20-foot radius, 40-foot-high Cylinder focused point range. Every creature in the cylinder has to make a Dexterity saving shot. The creature takes 2d8 bludgeoning damage and 4d6 cold damage failed to save, or half as much damage as a successful one. Hailstones turn the storm area into an impact-
heavy terrain until the end of its next turn. Higher levels: If you cast this spell using the spell slot at 5th level or higher, bludgeoning damage increases from 1d8 to each slot level over 4. StoneskinCasting Time: 1 actionThis spell becomes a flesh-ready creature you touch as hard as a stone. Until the spell ends, the target will resist the non-magical bludgeoning, piercing, and cutting
damage. Raise DeadCasting Time: 1 hourRange: TouchComponents: V, S, M (diamond worth at least 500 gp, which spell consumes)Duration: InstantaneousYou return to a dead creature to touch life, provided it is dead no longer than 10 days. When the soul of the creature is both ready and free to reunite the body, the creature returns to life at one point of impact. This spell also
neutralizes all the poisons and cures the non-magical diseases that affected the creature at the time he died. However, this spell does not remove magical diseases, curses or similar effects; if they are not first removed before casting the spell, they will take effect when the creature returns to life. A spell cannot bring an immortal being to life. This spell closes all mortal wounds, but
it does not restore the missing parts of the body. If the creature does not have body parts or organs that are inseparable for its survival, for example, the spelling automatically fails. Coming back from the dead is a challenge. The goal takes -4 penalties for all the attacking reels, saving throws and ability checks. Each time the target completes a long rest period, the penalty is
reduced by 1 until it disappears. Greater RestorationCasting Time: 1 actionRange: TouchComponents: V, S, M (diamond dust worth at least 100 gp, which spell consumes)Duration: InstantaneousYou imbue creature touch positive energy to reverse the debilitating effect. You can reduce target exhaustion by one by one, or end one of the following effects on the target: One of the
effects that charmed or petrified the targetOne curse, including the goal tunement that cursed the magic item Which reduced one goal's ability to scoreOne to reduce the impact of the target hit to the maximum This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We assume you'll be fine with it, but you can opt out if you want. AcceptReject Read morePrivacy &amp;amp;
Cookies Policy From Epic Path Level: Paladin 3 School: Abjuration Casting Time: Standard Action or First Attack Full Attack Action Components: V, S, M (brass clock, worth 1 gp.) Range: Touch Target or Area: One purpose of the creature, creature or object touched Duration: Instantaneous Saving Throw: Harmless (Does denies) Save DC: 10+ wheel stat modifier + 1/2 character
level Spelling: Yes Remove curse can remove all curses of an object or creature. If the target is a creature, you must make Caster Check against D.C. for any curse affecting the target. Success means the curse has been removed. Remove the curse does not remove the curse of the cursed shield, weapon, or suit armor, although the successful Caster Check allows the creature
afflicted with any such cursed item to be removed and released. Some very strong or unusual status conditions are also cursed to make them impossible to remove until Remove the Curse is the first majority victim. Only then can the disease be cured (by spells such as restoration (Paladin Spell) or similar class functions). One example of this phenomenon is The Mummy Rot.
Õigekirja ring põletada kulu Req'd Char level Base Täringud Max Täringud 0 N/A N/A 1d4 2 märgi taseme kohta max 4d4 märgi tasemel 8 1 N/A 1st 1d6 märgi taseme kohta max 4d6 märgi tasemel 4 2 +1 3. 1d6 märgi taseme kohta max 6d6 märgi tasemel 6 3 +1 5th 1d6 märgi taseme kohta max 10d6 märgi tasemel 10 4 +1 7th 1d6+1 märgitaseme kohta max 12d6+12
märgitasemel 1 2 5 +1 9th 1d6+1 märgitaseme kohta max 15d6+15 märgi tasemel 15 6 +1 11th 1d6+2 märgitaseme kohta max 16d6+32 märgitasemel 16 7 +1 13. 6+2 märgitaseme kohta max 20d6+40 märgi tasemel 20 8 +1 15th 1d6+3 märgitaseme kohta max 21d6+63 märgitasemel 21 9 +1 17th 1d6+3 märgitaseme kohta max 25d6+75 märgitasemel 25 10 +1 19th 1d6+4
märgitaseme kohta max 25d6+100 märgi tasemel 25 11 +1 21st 1d6+5 märgi taseme kohta max 2 5d6+125 character level 25 12 +1 23rd 1d6+6 character level max 27d6+162 mark at level 27 13 +1 25th 1d6+7 character level max 27d6+189 mark at level 27 14 +1 27th 1d6+7 for the level of the mark max 29d6+232 character level 29 15 +1 29th 1d6+9 character level max
29d6+261 mark at level 29 16 +1 31st 1d6+10 character level max 30d6+300 mark at level 30 17 +1 33. max to 30d6+330 character level 30 18 +1 35th 1d6+12 character level max 30d6+360 mark level 30 30
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